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Zener Enhancement of Quantum Tunneling in a Two-Level Superconducting Circuit
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We have investigated the macroscopic quantum tunneling (MQT) of the phase across a Josephson
junction embedded in a superconducting circuit. This system is equivalent to a spin 1=2 particle in a
potential energy well. The MQT escape rate of such a particle was recently predicted to be strongly
modified when a crossing of its inner Zeeman levels occurs while tunneling. In this regime, we observe a
significant enhancement of the MQT rate and compare it to theory.
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FIG. 1. The rate at which a particle escapes by quantum
tunneling out of a metastable potential well has been predicted
to strongly increase [3] when the particle carries a spin 1=2
degree of freedom whose Zeeman energies are position depen-
dent and cross in the barrier, so that the spin can flip while
tunneling.
The escape out of a potential well by quantum tunneling
is ubiquitous in many areas of physics and chemistry [1].
The simplest model is that of a particle moving in a one-
dimensional potential presenting a metastable minimum
such that the escape rate is dominated by tunneling at
sufficiently low temperature. The theoretical predictions
of this model, including the effect of damping, were thor-
oughly tested for macroscopic quantum tunneling (MQT)
of the phase in current-biased Josephson junctions [2].
Recently, the MQT problem was extended to the case
when the particle has an additional spin 1=2-like degree
of freedom [3], with a position dependent Zeeman split-
ting. A significant effect on tunneling has been predicted
when this splitting happens to be suppressed at a certain
point under the barrier, referred to below as the ‘‘crossing
point,’’ as sketched in Fig. 1. The calculated escape rate is
strongly increased due to Zener flips between the spin
states during tunneling. This theoretical work was moti-
vated by experiments on the quantronium [4], a super-
conducting circuit implementing a two-level quantum
system used as a qubit. The readout of this qubit is based
on the MQT of a Josephson junction whose escape rate
differs for the two qubit states. In this Letter, we present
MQT rate measurements for a quantronium circuit initial-
ized in its ground state prior to readout.

The quantronium circuit shown in Fig. 2 is based on a
superconducting loop including a Cooper pair box (CPB)
whose Josephson junction is split in two small junctions
with Josephson energies EJ�1� d�=2, delimiting an island
with total capacitance C� and charging energy EC �
�2e�2=2C�. When a phase difference � across the series
combination of the two junctions is imposed by an external
magnetic field, the degree of freedom is only the number
operator N of extra Cooper pairs on the island whose
conjugate is the island phase 	. The Hamiltonian of this
first subsystem is

hCPB � EC�N � Ng�
2 � EJ

�
cos

�
2
cos	� d sin

�
2
sin	

�
;

(1)

where the reduced gate charge Ng � CgVg=2e is an exter-
05=94(5)=057004(4)$23.00 05700
nal parameter. The energy spectrum of hCPB is discrete, and
the ground state with energy E0 and the first excited state
with energy E1 define a quantum bit equivalent to a spin
1=2. For Ng � 1=2, the energy separation E01 � E1 � E0

between these states has a minimum at � � �, which
vanishes with d, as shown in Fig. 2. In parallel with the
two small junctions is a larger readout junction (RJ) with
Josephson energy EJ � EJ, effective capacitance CJ �
C�, and Cooper pair Coulomb energy EC � EJ, biased
with a current source Ib. The Hamiltonian of this second
subsystem,

hRJ � ECq
2 � EJ�cos�� s��; (2)

is that of a fictitious particle with mass m � CJ=4e
2,

position �, and conjugate momentum q � Q=2e, moving
in a tilted cosine potential with tilt slope s � Ib=I0, where
I0 � EJ=’0 is the critical current of the junction, and
’0 � �0=2� with �0 � h=2e the flux quantum. Notice
that the magnetic field used to control � can also slightly
penetrate the readout junction and lower I0. The plasma
frequency is then !P � !P0�1� s2�1=4 with !P0 �

�’0CJ=I0�
�1=2, and the escape out of the well corresponds

to the switching to a finite voltage state V � ’0hd�=dti.
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FIG. 2. Top: the quantronium circuit [4] is based on a split
Cooper pair box (CPB) with charging energy EC, Josephson
energy EJ, and asymmetry d (see the text), controlled by a gate
voltage U and a magnetic flux �. For readout, a larger Josephson
junction with phase difference � is biased by a current pulse Ib
able to induce the switching to the voltage state. Bottom left:
scanning electron micrograph of the island with the two small
junctions. Bottom right: measured energy splitting E01 of the two
lowest energy eigenstates of the CPB (dots), at Ng � CgU=2e �

1=2, as a function of � � �� 2e�= �h. The dashed and solid
lines are fits using EJ � 0:655 kBK and EC � 0:870 kBK, with
d � 0 and d � 0:1, respectively. At � � � (see the arrow), a
level crossing or a small gap occurs depending on d.
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The superconducting loop formed by the three junctions
imposes the phase relation � � �� 2�� (mod 2�),
where � � �=�0 is the reduced external magnetic flux
applied to the loop. This relation couples the two subsys-
tems and the Hamiltonian of the complete circuit, H �
hCPB � hRJ, describes a spin 1=2 particle moving in a
potential well.

At small bias s � 1, the phase �, and consequently �,
can be seen as classical variables with negligible kinetic
energies due to the large capacitance CJ. The fictitious
particle can thus, depending on its spin state, be regarded
as evolving in one of the two �-dependent adiabatic po-
tentials Ek � EJ�cos�� s��, k � 0; 1. On the contrary,
when s is close to 1, the switching occurs by MQT.
When the reduced magnetic flux � locates the crossing
point �c � ��1� 2�� within the barrier range, the
Hamiltonian H is most conveniently represented [3] in
the spin eigenstate basis at the minimum �min of the lower
adiabatic potential, i.e.,

H �
q2

2m � V���� ����

����� q2

2m � V����

 !
: (3)

Here V���� denote two diabatic potentials, which are
coupled by the off-diagonal element ����. By construc-
tion, at �min, H is diagonal in spin space and the diabatic
potential energies V���min� coincide with the adiabatic
ones. As long as V� are sufficiently separated so that
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jV� � V�j � �, the spin is frozen and the particle tun-
nels through V� by standard MQT at a rate �B �
fB exp��SB= �h�, with SB the action of the bounce trajectory
in the inverted potential [5]. When the crossing point �c
lies within the barrier range, the MQT rate is �tot � �B �

fflip exp��Sflip= �h�, where the Zener flip contribution in-
volves the action Sflip along the flip bounce trajectory [3].
Since the ordinary and the flip contributions to the rate are
exponentially sensitive to the shape of the barrier, a
changeover from the V� to the V� surface during tunneling
may lead to a much smaller action Sflip < SB, and thus to a
substantial rate enhancement.

Experimentally, the switching rate � is measured by
repetitively initializing the quantronium in its ground
state and applying then a trapezoidal current pulse with
a rise sufficiently slow that the circuit follows adiabati-
cally. The dimensionless peak value smax � Imax=I0 and
the duration # of this pulse are such that the switching to
the voltage state occurs with a probability p�smax� � 1�
exp���smax�#�. Practically, for each flux �, p can be
measured as a function of smax (direct mode), or smax can
be adjusted to maintain p, and consequently �, at a con-
stant value (feedback mode).

The actual sample on which measurements have been
performed has been fabricated using Al evaporation and
oxidation through a resist shadow mask patterned by
e-beam lithography. The scanning electron micrograph of
Fig. 2 shows the central part of this quantronium with the
two small Josephson junctions formed by two fingers over-
lapping the island. The 0:67 %m2 readout junction has an
effective capacitance CJ � 0:6� 0:2 pF dominated by a
parallel on-chip interdigitated capacitor whose goal is to
lower !P. An RC filter also in parallel with the junction
limits its quality factor 2:5<Q< 10. The sample is
placed in a shielding box thermally anchored to the mixing
chamber of a dilution refrigerator with a 15 mK base
temperature and is wired using carefully filtered lines.
The rise time of the trapezoidal readout pulse is 50 ns
and the plateau duration is either 100 or 200 ns. A switch-
ing event is detected by measuring the voltage V across the
junction with a room temperature amplifier, and the
switching probability p is determined by repeating the
sequence a few 104 times at a rate between 10 and 50 kHz.

We have first inferred the parameters entering hCPB from
the increase of p when a resonant microwave pulse is
applied to the gate at Ib � 0, just before the readout pulse.
By fitting E01�Ng; ��, we deduce EC � 0:870 kBK and
EJ � 0:655 kBK (see Fig. 2). The gap E01 cannot be
measured at its minimum � � � where the two quantro-
nium states have vanishing loop currents. From the fit in
the vicinity � ’ �, we deduce the upper bound d � 0:13,
which implies E01�Ng � 1=2; � � �� � 0:1 kBK. Then,
we follow a standard procedure [2,6] to determine I0���
and to check that the MQT regime is reached at low
temperature. For that purpose, p is measured as a function
of Ib at a reference point R ��R � �0:22� where the
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quantronium loop current is close to zero at the switching
of the readout junction, and at Ng � 0 and � ’ 0 between
T � 15 mK and T � 200 mK. The values of � obtained
from p are fitted to the expression for thermal activation,
which leads to an equivalent escape temperature Tesc�T�
and to I0�� ’ 0� � 445� 20 nA. As shown in the inset of
Fig. 3, Tesc follows T at high temperature and saturates at a
value Tesc � 35� 2 mK. Finally the switching current is
measured in the feedback mode while sweeping the exter-
nal flux over about 20�0. These data lead to I0��� �
I0�0� � �1� 0:005�2�.

To probe Zener flips, we also operate in the feedback
mode by finding the value I60 of Imax that corresponds to
p � 60%. There, the slope @p=@Imax is the steepest and
provides a maximal sensitivity to rate variations. For a
readout pulse duration # ’ 100 ns, the rate is �60 ’
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FIG. 3. Experimental (dots) and theoretical (lines) amplitudes
I60 of 100 ns long current pulses giving a switching probability
p � 60%, as a function of the reduced flux � at Ng � 0 (top)
and Ng � 1=2 (bottom). The lines are best fits leading to EC �

0:0051 kBK, EJ � 10:2 kBK for the readout junction, and to the
CPB asymmetry d � 3:0%. The solid (dashed) curve of the
bottom panel is a fit calculated with (without) Zener flips.
Three regions A, B, and C have to be distinguished (see the
text), and R denotes a reference point. Inset: escape temperature
Tesc calculated from escape rate measurements performed at R
and at Ng � 0 with 200 ns long current pulses, as a function of
the measured temperature T. The solid line corresponds to
Tesc � T, and the dashed line to the theoretical zero temperature
limit.
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14:5 MHz. Figure 3 shows I60 as a function of �, for
Ng�0 and Ng�1=2. At Ng�0 (top panel), the depen-
dence I60��� is fitted from the standard MQT rate
�B�I60; �� � �60, taking into account the I0��� depen-
dence. The best fits are completely insensitive to d and
give EC � 0:0051 kBK and EJ � 10:2 kBK, thus fixing the
junction parameters (I0 � 427 nA, !P0=2� ’ 7:5 GHz).

At Ng � 1=2 (bottom panel), three � regions have to be
distinguished. The first region noted by A, where � � �
anywhere in the barrier range, is also well described by the
standard MQT expression. In a second region noted by B,
where Zener flips are predicted to occur since � � �
somewhere in the barrier, I60��� deviates from the standard
MQT prediction but is well fitted by the full theory, i.e.,
from �tot�I60; �� � �60. The optimal fit gives the remain-
ing parameter d � 3:0� 0:1%, which corresponds to a
minimum gap E01 � 26 kBmK. We have also plotted in
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FIG. 4. Top panel: experimental (dots) and calculated (lines)
values of s60 � I60=I0, as a function of the reduced flux �, in
region B. Error bars are mainly due to gate-charge noise. The
curves are calculated with (solid line) and without (dashed line)
Zener flips. The right vertical scale results from the conversion
of s60 into a rate �R according to the inset (see the text). Arrows
indicate the reference point R. Inset: escape rate ��smax� mea-
sured (dots) and calculated (line) at Ng � 1=2 at the reference
point R. Bottom panel: escape rate enhancement calculated at
constant rate �tot��; s60� � �60 by dividing �60 by the rate �B
that would be observed at the same s60 in the absence of Zener
flips.
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FIG. 5. Average population P1 of the first excited state of the
quantronium as a function of the reduced flux �, calculated from
the difference between the theoretical and experimental I60 in
and close to region C, where the minimum of E01 is crossed
during the current ramp, as depicted in the inset. The error bar
indicates the systematic error on the plateau.
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the top panel of Fig. 4 s60��� together with both predic-
tions. With the 0.4% experimental error bars on s60 that
result principally from Ng noise, the experimental data
agree well only with the prediction taking into account
Zener flips. Although our experimental procedure has the
advantage of maximizing the sensitivity to rate variations,
it is more useful for the sake of clarity to convert the data
into rates �R that would have been measured at a constant
reference value s � sR. For that purpose, we use again the
reference point R of region A where sR � 0:956. The rate
���R; smax� is directly measured as a function of smax and
compared to the theoretical prediction, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 4. With the value Q ’ 3:6, both theoretical and
experimental rates follow the same exponential variation
with a precision on the rate better than 10%. Using the
slope K � @ log�=@smax, s60 is converted into �R ac-
cording to log��R��K��sR�s60�� log��60�. Note that
this conversion procedure is reliable because rate mea-
surements performed at different � show very similar
behaviors. The top-right scale of Fig. 4 now shows that
the tunneling rate �R is increased by up to a factor of
about 20 by Zener flips and that our error bars corre-
spond to less than a factor of 2 in rates. This Zener flip
effect can also be modeled by a tunneling rate enhance-
ment ratio calculated at constant total rate �tot rather than
at constant s: The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows that this
theoretical ratio �tot��; s60�=�B��; s60� with s60 chosen
so that �tot��; s60� � �60, increases by up to 3 orders of
magnitude.

A corollary effect of the Zener flip tunneling in region B
is the large deviation between the theoretical prediction for
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MQT from the ground state and the experimental data in a
third region C. In this region, the intersection of V� does
occur in the well region during the rise of the bias current
prior to the set-in of MQT. As a consequence, for the
minimal E01 being of the order of the mean thermal energy
per degree of freedom, at the crossing point all collec-
tive and microscopic degrees of freedom can excite the
spin. In addition, conventional Zener transitions may also
take place. Accordingly, the switching occurs by standard
MQT from a statistical mixture of the spin states, the
deeper excited potential well leading to a higher s60 as
we indeed observe. Predicting quantitatively this effect
would require an exact knowledge of all the environmental
degrees of freedom and of their coupling to the quantro-
nium, which is not available. So we have fitted the experi-
mental s60 to a weighted average of the standard MQT rates
in the two adiabatic potentials, which gives the population
P1 of the excited spin state inside and in the vicinity of
region C. As shown in Fig. 5, P1 is close to its thermal
equilibrium saturation value 1=2 on the left side of C,
where the crossing point is traversed just before MQT
sets in. On the contrary, P1 decreases on the right side of
the region, where the intersection appears at the foot of the
current ramp so that the spin can relax again before the top
of the pulse is reached.

To summarize, we have reported on the first observation
of ‘‘Zener flip quantum tunneling,’’ a general effect re-
cently predicted, which consists of a large increase of the
escape rate of a particle that tunnels out of a well when this
particle has an inner spin degree of freedom undergoing a
level crossing somewhere in the barrier. This phenomenon
may be also of relevance for other physical systems, such
as other superconducting qubit circuits [7] or recent real-
izations of atomic transport in optical lattices [8].
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